So beet it…. just beet it…
Race against the Beet clock to see how many beets you can put in the container in 15 sec, 30 sec, and 45 sec! Make it a game and
challenge your classmates. Record how many beets you can put in the bin below.
15 sec. ___________ 30 sec. ____________

45 sec.___________

With your group can you find…….
•
•
•
•
•
•

A milk cartoon

•

An ice cream bicycle – what is the story behind this
bicycle? What’s your favorite flavor of ice cream?
What is a friend’s favorite flavor?

•

A native Colorado animal in our Live Animal Exhibit.
Have you ever seen this animal out in nature? What is
the largest animal in this exhibit? The smallest?

•

The longest instrument in the museum?

•

Our history/archive workstation. What are they
currently working on?
The Fort Collins High School Mascot. In what year did
this mascot first appear? How did Fort Collins High
School come up with this mascot?

•
•
•
•

The 1st Generation IPod player. What are some
similarities that this player has to other music devices
in the exhibit case?
The music garage…share with a friend your favorite
instrument to play
A drum from the War of 1812 with a patch from a
bullet hole
A Fort Collins High school alum who became an
astronaut. What is her story?
Opera house viewing glasses
Shadow room
The story of the loch ness monster in Horsetooth
Reservoir
“Thank you” flags from the High Park Fire

What can tree rings tell us
about?

What hairdo was popular in
the 1980’s and named after
a certain insect pollinator?

Annie the Railroad dog.
What is her story?

Is Camp Collins still here
today? If “no”, what
happened to it?

What year did the space
shuttle Columbia take its
first flight?

What role did sugar beets
play in the migration of
families?

Who invented the glass
harmonica?

Why do cattle get branded?

Whose Union pistol is on
display?

What are some local trails
around Fort Collins that you
have been on?

What type of impact did the
High Park fire have on the
environment?

Which came first, the bison
or the bison antiquuss?

What are some seeds native
to Colorado?

What is the story behind
the monster in Horsetooth
reservoir?

What types of trees need
fires in order for their seeds
to grow?

Who were Fort Collin’s first
permanent residents? What
tools did they bring with
them?

What type of energy is used
when you roll the tennis
balls?

Why is the council tree so
important?

What is the Fort Collins Bike
Culture?

In the case of a tornado,
what are some safety tips
that you know of?

What is horsepower?

What term was used to
describe spear-throwers?

Name one keystone animal

Who were the Germans
from Russia?

FREE SPACE
What is something
new that you learned
today?

